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These notes are based on an introductory mini-course I gave in ICFO in May 2018 on the resource theory approach to quantum thermodynamics, themselves partially based on my PhD thesis [1] . Various quantum thermodynamics reviews have appeared in the last couple of years and the resource theory approach is often touched upon; these include a broad review on the role of quantum information in thermodynamics [2] (Section III); a broad review of the various approaches to quantum thermodynamics [3] (Section 5); and a short review stating and discussing various technical results of the resource theory approach [4] .
However, the aim of the present manuscript is different, in that I want to provide a self-contained introduction to the topic. Currently one has to delve into not always user-friendly appendices scattered throughout the literature to get a technical grasp of the subject; or alternatively accept certain statements without a complete understanding of the scope of the underlying assumptions and proof techniques. Especially in quantum thermodynamics, where a variety of diverse formalisms are being applied to closely related problems, uncritical acceptance does not allow to easily see the relations between complementary lines of research, as well as the current limitations of each approach; in turn, this hinders the development of the field as a whole. Contributing towards the solution of this issue is one of the aims of these notes. A second one is that, with hindsight, certain key proofs of the resource-theoretical framework (such as those involving thermo-majorisation) can be simplified considerably. Hence I present a more direct derivation of some of the results appearing in the literature.
Overall, I hope these notes will facilitate the work of those that wish to approach this topic and promote crosstalking among the larger quantum thermodynamics community and beyond. Great complementary tools are Markus Müller's lecture notes [5] and Kamil Korzekwa's PhD thesis Part I [6] .
With this premise, I would like to jump to the core of the matter. The manuscript is divided into three main sections:
1. Section I puts the resource theory approach to thermodynamics into context. This means showing that thermodynamics can be phrased in a similar language as entanglement and discussing how this relates to other approaches.
2. Section II deals with the energetic part of the theory. It proves that thermo-majorisation is the notion that characterises how different out of equilibrium distributions can be transformed into each other. I also discuss how thermo-majorisation is related to the absence of a unique extension of the concept of entropy (and free energy) to non-equilibrium states, and the so-called 'second laws' of thermodynamics.
3. Section III introduces the idea that thermodynamics can be seen as a theory of energy and quantum coherence, to be understood as superpositions of different energy states. The study of the thermodynamic role of superpositions is naturally explored within the framework investigating symmetries of open dynamics; new, independent relations are necessary to capture the quantum aspects of the theory.
The aim of being self-contained and relatively concise unavoidably clashes with the format of a full review. Hence, many important results of the framework are not presented here. However, arguably thermo-majorisation and the theory of symmetry in open quantum systems are the two key tools upon which most further developments can be constructed. For this reason, I will focus mainly on these, while pointing the reader to other directions throughout the text. Unless otherwise stated, all systems will be assumed to be finite dimensional.
INTRODUCTION
Despite its name, textbook thermodynamics [7] is for the most part not concerned about dynamics. In fact, it can be rigorously formulated starting from the notion of ordering among equilibrium states [8, 9] .
Within this general mindset, a textbook thermodynamic question such as the following. We have a square box of volume V , containing an ideal gas at pressure P and temperature T . One face of the box can be turned into a movable piston (perhaps removing a locking mechanism). The piston can be attached to a weight of known mass in a gravitational potential, initially at a height L. So, the initial state can be described as X = (T, P, V, L). The weight may be used to do work on the gas by compressing it, or we may aim to raise the weight by allowing the gas to expand. Once things have settled down, the system will be described by new variables X = (T , 
If X is accessible from X, we will write X X . The relation of thermodynamic accessibility from one state to another is naturally endowed with the properties of a partial ordering, once we group into equivalence classes [X] all states X that can be reversibly converted into each another (in the specific sense that both X X and X X). In fact, is reflexive ( [X ] ⇒ [X]
[X ]) under the natural assumption that thermodynamic processes can be composed. The thermodynamic entropy (understood as a functional over the set of equilibrium states) is a tool to determine such ordering. In textbook thermodynamics an often implicit assumption is made:
where S denotes a single functional, that may be the entropy or the free energy or a generalised thermodynamic potential, depending on the context. What this takes for granted is that is a total ordering among all equilibrium states. A partial ordering is called total when any two states are comparable. In other words, given any two states X and X in distinct thermodynamic classes, it is either X X or X X. This is typically the case for transformations between equilibrium states and is referred to as Comparison Hypothesis [8, 9] . Characterising accessibility relations in non-equilibrium thermodynamics is much more complicated; we do not necessarily expect a total order and hence a unique extension of the concept of entropy to non-equilibrium states [10] .
Hopefully this discussion has hinted at what concepts need to be introduced and formalised:
1. We need a precise notion of thermodynamic process. This will be captured within the framework of resource theory.
2. We then need to characterise the ordering induced on the set of non-equilibrium states by the chosen notion of thermodynamic processes. In particular, we will need refined versions of the standard constraint "entropy increases".
The second point naturally leads to the branch of mathematics that studies important notions of partial ordering. Let us start with a quick introduction to resource theories. .
I. THE RESOURCE THEORY OF THERMAL OPERATIONS

A. The resource theory approach
The resource theory approach can be understood as the study of the limitations that arise due to some set of physical constraints. An infinitely powerful agent will experience no constraints, and consequently for her nothing will be a resource. For example, if she can teleport instantaneously anywhere in the Universe, neither time, nor a mean of transportation and the fuel necessary to operate it, will be of considered a resource for the task of travelling. In the real world, however, we face both fundamental constraints (e.g., the speed of light is finite) and practical constraints (e.g. limited time available). Given a set of constraints, we can then identify a corresponding set of resources (bus tickets, fuel, etc.) which may be consumed to perform a given task (go from point A to point B).
In the context of quantum theory, every agent is limited in her ability to manipulate a quantum state by the laws of quantum mechanics. More than that, extra constraints may arise from the specification of the physical setting, as this well-known example shows [11] : Example 1 (LOCC transformations). Imagine Alice and Bob are at two different locations A and B. Within each laboratory, each of them is allowed to perform any quantum operation, represented by an arbitrary Completely Positive and Trace Preserving (CPTP) linear map, also known as channel. Furthermore, Alice and Bob can communicate, but only classically: for example, Bob can condition the operation performed on his side on the outcome of a measurement on Alice's side. The set of operations identified in this way is known as Local Operations and Classical Communication (LOCC).
More generally, the choice of a subset of all quantum channels defines a set of allowed transformations; we assume an agent can perform such operations in arbitrary number (weakening this assumption may be an interesting line of research). We will not go into details about general resource theories, which is an interesting research topic since it seeks to identify common features of generically vastly different operational frameworks (the interested reader can consult, e.g., [12] [13] [14] [15] and references therein). From an operational point of view, it usually makes sense that the set of allowed operations is 1. Convex: if one is allowed to build a box that performs operation 1 and a box that performs operations 2, it is natural to assume that we can build a third box that implements 1 or 2 conditioned on the outcome of a coin toss.
2. Closed under composition: this corresponds to sequentially implementing different operations,
3.
Contains the identity channel: doing nothing is allowed.
The choice of a set of allowed transformations goes hand in hand with the identification of a set of states that can be generated by allowed operations only from any given state. For example, Alice and Bob can produce any separable state by means of LOCC transformations. The set of all quantum states that can be generated using allowed operations only is called the set of free states. Any state that is not a free state will be called a resource state. For the set of LOCC transformations, resource states are entangled states. A set of allowed operations with its correspondent set of free states defines a resource theory. The previous example defines the resource theory of entanglement. In general: Definition 1. A resource theory is defined by a subset of all quantum channels (allowed operations A), closed under composition and containing the identity, and by the set of all states that can be generated by allowed operations only from any given state (free states F). Any state that is not free is a resource state, denoted by R.
If we can only access free states, things are boring since we can explore the full set F and never get out of it. However, if we are given some ρ ∈ R, we can ask how this resource can be used. For example, we might want to know if it can be manipulated to another form σ by operations in A. We will write
It should be clear that if ρ A σ, then ρ is a better resource than σ (strictly better if σ A ρ). An important aspect of resource theories is that they define a partial ordering on the set of quantum states, defined by the above notion of convertibility through allowed operations:
Remark 1 (Partial order of resources). Denote by [ρ] the equivalence class of states that can be reversibly interconverted into each other,
The relation A defines a partial order among these classes of states.
While many physical questions can be ultimately understood mathematically as the description of the partial ordering among states in R, there is a different and useful point of view on resources. If we are given ρ ∈ R, we may "consume" it to simulate a not allowed operation, matching the intuition of resources as "fuel" to realise an otherwise impossible operation.
Example 2 (Quantum teleportation). Let A = LOCC and F = separable states. Suppose we are given a copy of the Bell state |φ + ∝ |00 + |11 . Then by allowed operations we can realize one application of the identity channel from A to B, a channel that is not A. This is the well-known quantum teleportation protocol. In performing the protocol, we consume the resource.
B. The intuition behind Thermal Operations
A resource theory of quantum states out of equilibrium aims to answer the question: given some initial state and a set of thermodynamically allowed transformations, what is the set of reachable final states? This approach to thermodynamics is, in many ways, inspired by the theory of entanglement. Before we provide the formal definition, it is important to understand what we set out to do. Main achievements of the theory of entanglement include shedding light on the structure of entangled states, understanding that entanglement comes in different "flavours" and that certain resources of particular interest (like |φ + ) can be distilled from many copies of "worse" resource states by means of allowed operations [11] . So what could we expect from a resource theory of quantum states out of equilibrium? The above aspects will have thermodynamic analogues, e.g. in the "distillation" of work; but most importantly, as we suggested in the introduction, we can expect a complicated partial order among non-equilibrium states, with more familiar relations emerging only in specific limits. But how does one define a set of thermodynamically free operations?
Various definitions have been proposed for the set of thermodynamically allowed operations. These try to formalise the notion of "operations that can be carried out at no cost". Ultimately the definition of this set is a postulate of the theory -and in any given circumstance the best choice will arguably depend on the experimental limitations we want to describe. Here we will now show how to justify the most common choice -Thermal Operations -from so-called passivity considerations, but in the next subsection we will also mention some of the alternatives.
A system in isolation is given, with Hamiltonian H S . We ask: what states do no constitute a resource? A necessary condition should be that such states can be prepared at no work cost, but this is necessarily relative to a background reference temperature we are working in. That is, the same system may be or not a resource depending on the environment in which it is embedded (e.g. a thermal state at 300K at the North Pole will give rise to a heat flow that can be used to extract work, whereas in a room at 300K it will not). As we will see, if the system X has Hamiltonian H X , only the state γ X = e H X /kT /Tr e H X /kT can be potentially a free state in the theory, where T is the temperature of the background environment, and k is Boltzmann's constant. In the following we will use the notion of inverse temperature β = (kT ) −1 and of partition function Z S = Tr e H S /kT . Why can we argue that any state different from γ X cannot be prepared for free? Suppose that some other state ρ X = γ X can be prepared for free. Then also ρ ⊗n X can be prepared, for an arbitrary n. But one can show that for n large enough there exists a unitary U such that
where [16] . U can be understood as being the unitary induced by a time dependent Hamiltonian that starts in H n at the beginning of the protocol and returns to H n at the end. States whose energy can be lowered by unitaries are called active and the above result says that if ρ X = γ X , then ρ ⊗n X is active for some n. It is generally accepted that active states are those from which one can extract work, since from the first law of thermodynamics the change of energy equals work when entropy is constant. Hence, the claim that ρ X can be prepared at no work cost would not stand the scrutiny of a referee, since she will notice that work can be extracted from ρ ⊗n X ; unless one has built a perpetuum mobile, the preparation of ρ X requires some work in the first place and hence it should not be deemed a free operation.
If γ X is free, then one can create states such as γ S ⊗ γ B , where γ B = e H B /kT /Tr e H B /kT for some arbitrary
Hamiltonian H B and temperature T . However one must have T = T , otherwise γ ⊗n S ⊗ γ ⊗n B will be active for some n (put it more physically, we could operate a Carnot engine between the two temperatures and extract work). This tells us it only makes sense to talk about free operations with respect to a fixed background temperature T . Finding natural ways to bookkeep resources in the presence of multiple background temperatures is an interesting direction in which to extend the framework.
Let us now discuss evolutions. From quantum theory we know that isolated systems evolve unitarily, and we can assume that the composite system SB is isolated or nearly so, once all relevant systems have been included. Consider the action of such unitary U on γ S ⊗ γ B . One can note that if U γ S ⊗ γ B U † = γ S ⊗ γ B , then the unitary can generate many copies of a non thermal state by acting on γ ⊗n S ⊗ γ ⊗n B ; as before, this becomes active for a sufficiently large number of copies. Hence we conclude that U γ S ⊗ γ B U † = γ S ⊗ γ B , which can be equivalently written as [U, H S + H B ] = 0. This condition can also be understood as microscopic energy conservation on system plus environment. We hence call such U an energy-preserving unitary.
This relation is sometimes cause of confusion, since in thermodynamics we are used to drive systems through time-dependent Hamiltonians and the above commutation relation typically does not hold. In some cases, this is simply because driving does cost work and so should not be a free operation. Furthermore, in some cases one only takes into account the average energy cost of the driving, so that in some setups it is natural to assume average energy conservation rather than the stricter [U, H S + H B ] = 0, which implies conservation of all moments of energy. However, here we will be working within a fully quantised picture, in which energy fluctuations beyond average will be explicitly accounted for by the introduction of a quantum system that plays the role of the work repository. This becomes relevant for small systems [17] , or in machines in which we do not average over a large number of cycles. Finally, the relation [U, H S + H B ] = 0 seems incompatible with strong coupling scenarios. However, the situation is a bit more subtle here. First, the above relation is compatible with some strong coupling scenarios (think of scattering events, for example, identifying U with the scattering matrix [18] ). Rather, it is incompatible with situations in which the system remains strongly coupled to the environment at the end of the transformation. However, in this situation one can argue that our notion of system S should change to include the strongly interacting part of the environment. What is certain is that more work is needed to formalise this procedure in the resource theory context. We will come back to this in the next subsection.
C. Definition of the set of Thermal Operations, extensions and restrictions
The previous heuristics leads us to consider the following set of allowed operations [19, 20] The above can be combined to generate a channel T on the system S with Hamiltonian H S :
where γ B = e −βH B /Z B , Z B = Tr e −βH B , H B is arbitrary and U is any unitary satisfying [U, H S + H B ] = 0. This set of channels are known as Thermal Operations; they are a convex set, as one can verify by introducing ancillas (Appendix C of [21] ). One can check directly from the definition that the thermal state γ S = e −βH S /Z S is a fixed point of every Thermal Operation, i.e. T (γ S ) = γ S . A central question of the theory is the following:
While we will focus on Thermal Operations, some remarks are in order. First, one can generate channels with different input and output spaces, by tracing over different degrees of freedom. (rather than B); second, transformations involving changes in the system Hamiltonian can be introduced by means of an auxiliary system with trivial Hamiltonian that acts as a switch; for example, set S ≡ S ⊗ T (S being the new system, and T a switch), H S = H S (0)⊗|0 0| T +H S (1)⊗|1 1| T and restrict to the study of transitions of the form ρ S ⊗|0 0| T → σ S ⊗|1 1| T . This implicitly encodes the fact that the system Hamiltonian changes from H S (0) to H S (1) during the transformation (Appendix H of Ref. [20] ). Another way to encode this, successfully employed to model fluctuation theorems, is to assume, on top of [U, [22] ). When we put the two facts above together, we see that in principle one can deal with situations in which some interaction Hamiltonian H SB is switched on during the process and remains on at the end; then, since we cannot simply trace away a strongly interacting part of the environment, one needs to choose the output space of the channel in a way that includes part of the environment (e.g. by reaction coordinates techniques [23] ). These are subtleties that is worth mentioning, but we will not discuss them further in this introduction. In fact, a complete clarification of these points would be desirable, including the relation between Thermal Operations and the standard approximations adopted in the open quantum systems approach to quantum thermodynamics [24, 25] . For some partial results, see Section E of Ref. [26] .
Remark 2.
[Extensions and restrictions of Thermal Operations]. As with the theory of entanglement, there are larger and smaller sets one may consider, for physical or technical reasons. Larger sets may be considered for their simpler structure (e.g. Enhanced Thermal Operations [27] , also called Thermal Processes [28] , that will appear later in the discussion), or as alternative frameworks in which some extra resources are allowed (e.g. Gibbs-preserving channels [29] ); smaller sets are often considered, in order to understand what extra limitations arise from further, and hopefully more realistic, physical constraints (e.g. Elementary Thermal Operations [30] ), or to study if simpler subset of operations still allow to achieve the same transformations as Thermal Operations (e.g. Coarse Thermal Operations [31] ). We will mostly focus here on Thermal Operations, but many core techniques can be applied to alternative setups as well. Furthermore, extension to multiple conserved quantities are generally straightforward [32] , even though subtleties arise in the presence of mutually non-commuting conserved quantities [33] [34] [35] [36] . Finally, would be interesting to develop a complete resource theoretical description of how to move between different descriptions of a thermodynamic system -as given by agents with different levels of control over it [37] (see Section 3D of Ref. [38] for some results in this direction).
II. THERMODYNAMIC LAWS FOR POPULATION
While the second law is often expressed as a principle informing us that certain processes are impossible, following the foundational works of Giles, Lieb and Yngvason here we more ambitiously ask: what transformations are possible? The thermodynamic laws define constraints encoding the partial order on the set of quantum states under the set of thermodynamically allowed transformations. Hence, the characterisation of such partial order is the main technical problem we face. We will begin by considering what transformations on the occupations of different energy levels are possible.
A. Characterisation of thermal stochastic processes
Unless otherwise mentioned, for simplicity we will assume throughout this introduction that H S is non degenerate, so that
However, most statements can be trivially extended to Hamiltonians with degeneracies. Note that we will use the term population or occupations to indicate, given a general quantum state ρ S , the vector p whose elements are p i = i| ρ S |i .
As a necessary step to characterise the thermal partial order, we need a better way to describe the set of allowed transformations: as it is, these are very implicitly defined by invoking arbitrary energy-preserving unitaries and Hamiltonians of the environment, see Eq. (5). The next result gives a much more economic description. We will need to define a set of stochastic matrices called Gibbs-stochastic. First, recall that a stochastic matrix is simply a matrix
In other words, Gg = g. The central role of Gibbs-stochastic matrices follows from the following theorem [6, 39] :
Theorem 1 (Action of Thermal Operations on population). Let ρ S and ρ S denote two quantum states, with corresponding population vectors p and p . If there is a Thermal Operation T such that ρ S = T (ρ S ), then the population vectors are related as follows:
where G T is the Gibbs-stochastic matrix G T i|j = i| T (|j j|) |i . Conversely, for every > 0 and Gibbs-stochastic matrix G, there exists a Thermal Operation T that acts on the population as G T and satisfies
Proof. Let D be the quantum map that removes every off-diagonal element of a quantum state in the energy eigenbasis, called dephasing map. Note that
for an appropriately large s (potentially one needs to take the limit s → ∞). Then, from the general expression in Eq. (5), using e iH B t γ B e −iH B t = γ B and [U,
) is a diagonal matrix whose elements are p (p ). Note that here we are using that H S is non-degenerate, but if there was any degeneracy we could make the dephased state into a diagonal matrix by unitaries commuting with H S , which are Thermal Operations. Then, using
Since T is trace-preserving and positive, G T is stochastic. Furthermore, we can verify from Eq. (5) that T (γ S ) = γ S . Since γ S is a diagonal matrix with elements g, we have G T g = g, i.e. G is Gibbs-stochastic. This concludes the first part of the proof.
The converse is based on an explicit construction of a Thermal Operation. Let G be a target Gibbs-preserving matrix. Since for any Thermal Operation T the induced Gibbs preserving matrix G T only depends on the action of T on the diagonal elements of ρ S , without loss of generality take ρ S of the form
Taking
) is the degeneracy of energy E B j , the environment state will be
Then, setting E = E S i + E B j and summing over E and E
Now assume exponential degeneracy
Note that Thermal Operations allow any energy-preserving unitary on every subspace of constant energy E, i.e. U = ⊕U E with U E arbitrary unitary on the subspace of energy E. In particular,
is a quantum state and has blocks of d i (E) copies of each eigenvalue p i /d i (E). We can choose U E to be any permutation of these. If n i|j (E) is the number of eigenvalues transferred from block j to block i, we have the conditions
dj (E) the matrix acting on the population p. From the conditions on n i|j (E) one can verify that
Furthermore, by taking g(E) large enough we can achieve any rational approximation of a set of transition probabilities giving rise to a Gibbs-stochastic matrix. We conclude that G T (E) can be an arbitrary Gibbs-stochastic matrix, up to an arbitrarily small error . By appropriate choices of d i (E) and n i|j (E) for each E, we can make sure the same Gibbs-stochastic matrix is applied within every block of total energy E. Hence, we conclude that an arbitrary Gibbs-stochastic matrix G can be arbitrarily well approximated by G T .
Thanks to the previous theorem, we can answer the question of the existence of a Thermal Operation mapping the population p of ρ S into the population p of ρ S by tackling the question: when is there a Gibbs-stochastic matrix G mapping p into p ? Note that Gibbs-stochastic maps are only approximated arbitrarily well by Thermal Operations, but this is not of concern; it simply means that if there is G Gibbs-stochastic such that Gp = p , then for every > 0 there is a Thermal Operation T such that if p is the population of T (ρ S ) one has p − p ≤ Remark 3 (What baths are allowed by Thermal Operations?). The proof of the previous theorem clarifies that we are allowing complete freedom in the choice of the bath. In particular, we have chosen an exponential degeneracy in the states. Physically, this assumption comes from an assumption of infinite heat capacity, which itself can be understood as assuming that the heat bath has infinite volume -and effectively this may require an interaction that lasts infinitely long. This can be understood from the following classical reasoning, that we keep rather heuristic. Note that, by the standard definition of thermodynamic entropy and setting k = 1,
Now, one defines β = ∂S ∂E and hence
We can move on to use the previous theorem to derive the laws of thermodynamics governing the changes of populations. We will see that, rather elegantly, the result has a strict connection with Nielsen's theorem in the theory of entanglement.
B. Ordering states: from entropy to majorisation
The central theorem on majorisation
Recall the technical problem we need to solve: given probability distributions p and p (same dimension) give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Gibbs-stochastic matrix G such that Gp = p . In order to solve this problem we will take a detour and first solve the infinite temperature limit β → 0, or equivalently the trivial Hamiltonian case H S ∝ I, in which the vector g → 1/n = (1/n, ..., 1/n). Interestingly, we will see that in this limit the partial order that emerges is the same (precisely, the opposite) compared to that defined on the set of bipartite pure entangled states defined by Local Operations and Classical Communication (LOCC). In this section we will then look at the problem of the existence of a stochastic matrix B such that Bp = p , B1/n = 1/n, for any two probability vectors p, p . Stochastic matrices satisfying B1 = 1, or equivalently nonnegative matrices B satisfying i B j|i = j B j|i = 1, are known as doubly-stochastic or bistochastic matrices.
In thermodynamics we are used to define "state functions", such as entropy. In other words, we assign to every state of a system scalar quantities that, intuitively speaking, should measure the amount of "disorder" or, in Jaynes' terms, the lack of knowledge within a given description of a system [42] . We will now need a stronger version of this concept. In the setting under consideration, this is captured by the notion majorisation. Given a vector x ∈ R n , denote by x ↓ the vector x sorted in non-increasing order. Then
Definition 2 (Majorisation). x majorises y, denoted x y, if and only if
The relation defines a partial ordering among vectors in R n .
Example 3. Let 1/3 = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) and e = (1, 0, 0). Then for all probability distributions x ∈ R 3 , we have e x 1/3. However, is not a total ordering. Take y = (2/3, 1/6, 1/6), z = (1/2, 1/2, 0). Then, neither y z nor z y.
An alternative, more geometrical, definition is easily seen to be equivalent to the previous one: Definition 3 (Lorenz curves). Let L(x) be the piecewise linear curve in R 2 obtained by joining the points k,
We say that L(x) L(y) if and only if the curve L(x) lies all not below L(y) and the two curves end at the same height.
The last requirement becomes trivial if x and y are both probability distributions. The curve L(x) is called Lorenz curve of x and it is not difficult to check that L(x) L(y) if and only if x y (see Fig. 1 ).
Majorisation is the partial ordering defined by LOCC on the spectra of the reduced states of pure bipartite states:
Theorem 2 (Nielsen). Let |ψ AB , |φ AB pure, bipartite quantum states. Then there exists a LOCC transformation mapping |ψ AB into |φ AB if and only if ψ ≺ φ, where ψ (φ) is the spectrum of the reduced state, over either A or B, of |ψ AB (|φ AB ).
It turns out that majorisation also gives the solution to the infinite temperature problem introduced above ( [43, 44] ):
Theorem 3 (Hardy, Littlewood, Polya). x y if and only if there exists a stochastic matrix B satisfying
Proof. Since we will need to use this result, to maintain these notes self-contained we give the proof in the Appendix (see also [43] , Chapter 2).
Note that the partial ordering defined by the notion of accessibility through doubly-stochastic maps is exactly the same (but inverted) with respect to pure bipartite entangled states under LOCC. 
Entropies vs majorisation
The fact that the uniform distribution 1/n is a fixed point can be intuitively understood noticing that this is the state of maximum Shannon entropy, and a process such that M 1 = 1 would decrease entropy. However, it is fruitful to make the connection between majorisation and the concept of entropy more precise. To do so, we define a natural class of functions -those that preserve the partial order structure of majorisation:
and Schur-concave if and only if
f is a homomorphism from the partially ordered set (R n , ) to the totally ordered set of real numbers. In fact, we can think of each Schur-concave f as a possible entropy functional, as any physical process with the uniform distribution as a fixed point will not decrease it. Unsurprisingly, each f can only capture some aspects of the partial order. In the context of resource theories, f is called a monotone under the set of allowed operations (in this case, doubly-stochastic maps).
Remark 4 (Schur-concave functions toolbox). Schur-concave functions on (R n , ) can be constructed from concave functions on R. Let h : R → R be concave (convex). Then using Theorem 3 and the concavity of the function f , one can show that f (x) = n i=1 h(x i ) is Schur-concave (Schur-convex). Examples of such functions include the Shannon entropy, as well as the min and the max-entropies.
Note that in terms of capturing the partial order induced by majorisation, two Schur-concave (or convex) functionsf andf that are linked by a strictly non increasing function ought to be regarded as equivalent, since f (x) ≥ f (y) ⇔f (x) ≥f (y) for all x and y. The reason why majorisation is a more refined concept than entropy may be understood through an example. Consider the Shannon entropy,
is Schur-concave (see Remark 4) . So, H(x) ≤ H(y) is a necessary condition for x y. However, it is not sufficient, as the following example shows: Example 4. Consider y and z from Example 3. From Theorem 3, no stochastic process with the uniform distribution as a fixed point can map z into y, even though H(z) < H(y).
When coupled to Theorem 3, this tells us something important. The decrease of H(x), while necessary, does not guarantee the existence of a "mixing process" represented by a doubly-stochastic map. Doubly stochastic maps can be regarded as mixing processes because, due to Birkhoff's theorem, [[43] , Chapter 2], they can be decomposed as a convex mixture of permutations. x y gives stronger constraints that guarantee the existence of a mixing process mapping x into y.
There are hence many "entropies": a prominent example are the Renyi entropies
that can be proven to be Schur-concave using Remark 4 and elementary properties of the functions x → x α . However, not all entropies are on the same foot. In fact, the Shannon entropy H(x) is distinguished as the unique monotone when we discuss the interconversion between a large number of copies of the initial state to a large number of copies of the final state:
When an -error in 1 norm is allowed, from typicality arguments the maximum achievable ratio M/N equals log n−H(x) log n−H(y) , where n is the dimension of x and y [45] .
Remark 5 (Intuition on asymptotic conversion rates). To get some intuition on asymptotic interconversion rates, take x = (x, 1 − x) (call the two states 0 and 1) and write down the distribution x ⊗N . When N → +∞ the distribution over the number of zeros in the string becomes a Gaussian arbitrarily sharply peaked around xN zeros. Consider only the strings with a number of zero equal to xN . These are N xN ; using Stirling's approximation one can show these are ≈ e H(x)N , so that x ⊗N is well approximated by a uniform distribution over this number of typical strings. Similarly one can reason on y. Adding zeros to make the two distributions of equal dimension and applying the majorisation condition one can find the largest ratio M/N such that a transition between these two approximate versions of x and y is possible. The above argument can be made rigorous, see e.g. Ref. [45] .
C. Ordering non-equilibrium: from free energy to thermo-majorisation
A Nielsen's theorem for thermal stochastic processes
We have seen that majorisaton is equivalent to the existence of stochastic processes having the uniform distribution as a fixed point of the dynamics (see Theorem 3). As discussed, these results can be understood, from a thermodynamic perspective, as being valid when the temperature T of the environment is T = +∞ or the limit in which the Hamiltonian H S is trivial. Luckily, these technical results can be extended to any finite temperature and non-trivial Hamiltonian. Conceptually this will lead to a generalised notion of free energy, in the same way in which the previous considerations lead us to a generalised notion of entropy.
The basic tool here will be the embedding map introduced in Ref. [46] , which loosely speaking one can understand as connecting the microcanonical and macrocanonical ensembles. Assume the thermal state g is a vector of rational numbers, i.e. there exists d 1 , ..., d n ∈ N:
where
Of course, any irrational g can be approximated to an arbitrary precision as in Eq. (20) (we will ignore here some technicalities and assume that g is rational). Then, if d : 
where 
is not the identity on R D ). The embedding is a bridge to majorisation, as the following lemma shows:
given (note that the composition of stochastic matrices is stochastic). Using Theorem 3, the result follows. From this lemma we can define a relation that generalises the notion of majorisation. In particular, we will see how the condition that the embedded distribution Γ d (x) majorises Γ d (y) can be rephrased as a thermo-majorisation condition involving only x and y.
Let x ↓β i be the so-called β−ordering of x, defined as the rearrangement of the indices i such that the vector x i /g i is sorted in non-increasing order. In other words, x ↓β i = x π(i) , where π is the permutation ensuring 
Then define [39]
Definition 6 (Thermo-majorisation curves). Let T (x) be the piecewise linear curve in R 2 obtained by joining the origin and the points
.., n (where π is the permutation that β-orders x). T (x) is called thermo-majorisation curve of x. We say that x thermo-majorises y, denoted x g y, if and only if the curve T (x) lies all not below T (y).
Note that thermo-majorisation curves are the same as Lorenz curves when g is uniform (in fact, in the mathematics literature thermo-majorisation is known as majorisation relative to g, or d-majorisation [43] ). If d is the vector related to g by Eq. (20) , the following lemma holds:
Proof. Sorting in decreasing order the D-dimensional probability distributions Γ d (x) and Γ d (y) corresponds to β−ordering the n-dimensional probability distributions x and y. Then we can use that
. If we remove from the points used to construct L(Γ d (x)) all the non-extremal points that lie on a segment of given slope (the "non-elbow" points), we obtain the same Lorenz curve, see Fig. 3 . In particular, instead of joining all points k,
.D, we can just join the points at the "elbows"; i.e., we can order the vector d according to the β-order of x, define
, which is the same as T (x) apart for a rescaling of the x-axis. Of course this rescaling, being the same for all curves, does not affect the comparison so we conclude L(Γ d (x)) L(Γ d (y)) if and only if x g y, which concludes the proof. Putting together all these results, we find the following thermal Nielsen's theorem: 
Free energy vs thermo-majorisation, "second laws" and catalysis
In the same way in which we defined Schur-concave and convex functions as those preserving the majorisation ordering, we can define functions that preserve the thermo-majorisation ordering. In the absence of a generally agreed name for such functions, we call them thermodynamic Schur-concave functions (or g-Schur-concave functions for short):
If Schur-concave functions are akin to entropies, thermodynamic Schur-convex functions are akin to free energies, each capturing some aspect of the ordering.
Remark 7 (g-Schur-convex functions toolbox). As before, we can give a tool to construct g-Schur-concave functions on (R n , ) from concave functions on R: Let h : R → R be concave (convex). Then the function f
also known as f -divergence, is g-Schur-concave (g-Schur-convex). We prove the statement for h convex (the other case is the same). As we have seen, x g y if and only if y i = n j=1 G i|j x j , with n j=1 G i|j gj gi = 1 and
Following the same discussion given for majorisation, one can argue that thermo-majorisation is a more refined concept than the standard constraint of decreasing the (non-equilibrium) free energy. This can be seen as follows. Fig. 4 ). . Thermo-majorisation curves vs free energy. The thermo-majorisation curves of x and y from Example 6, denoted by T (x) and T (y), respectively. T (x) is the curve connecting the blue dots, whereas T (y) is obtained connecting the red triangles. Despite F (x) > F (y), T (x) does not lie all above T (y). Hence, there is no stochastic process M with M g = g and M x = y (g here is the Gibbs distribution).
Remark 8 (α-free energies). The α-free energy of x is defined as
where S α are the so-called α-Rényi divergences [47] . The cases α ∈ {−∞, 0, 1, +∞} are defined via suitable limits (see e.g. [46] ):
In particular notice that F 1 (x) = F (x), as defined above. All F α must monotonically decrease under Gibbs-stochastic maps (as one can derive using Remark 7). Also note that a direct calculation shows that F α are related to the Renyi entropies H α by the embedding map introduced above [46] :
From the thermal Nielsen's theorem we get that if there is a Thermal Operation mapping ρ S into σ S , with populations x and y, then we necessarily have
Note that these are not sufficient (thermo-majorisation imposes stricter conditions). The decrease of all {F α }, together with F Burg (x) = kT S(g x) − kT log Z S , becomes sufficient to the existence of a physical map only when catalysts are allowed, i.e. when one can introduce states that aid the transformation without being degraded in the process. This was the main result of Ref. [46] : Theorem 7 ( "Second laws" are sufficient in the presence of catalysts). Given ρ S , σ S with [ρ S , H S ] = [σ S , H S ] = 0 and populations x, y of full support and x = y. Then there exists a state η C with Hamiltonian H C and a Thermal Operation T such that
if and only if F α (x) > F α (y), ∀α ∈ R\{0} and F Burg (x) > F Burg (y).
Proof. Recall the definition of the dephasing map of Eq. (7); we add now a subscript to denote with respect to what Hamiltonian the dephasing is performed. Set
Hence, we can take w.l.o.g. [η C , H C ] = 0 and denote by c its population vector.
) for all α ∈ R\{0} follows immediately from Eq. (27) . Furthermore, define the Burg entropy H Burg (p) := −1/d i log p i , where d is the dimension of p. Then,
immediately implies that
We also have that since x, y have full support and
A highly non-trivial result proved by Klimesh and Turgut says that these conditions on the embedded populations are equivalent to the existence of c such that
, with 1 the uniform vector. One can directly verify that
From the bridge lemma 5, this is equivalent to x ⊗ c g y ⊗ c with Hamiltonian H, which by the thermal Nielsen's theorem 6 is equivalent to Eq. (29) Note that F Burg grows unboundedly when a distribution not of full rank is approached; in fact, it has been linked to the unattainability of perfect cooling [19, 48] . Also, by looking at transformations in which the output is only required to be -close to the target (with > 0 arbitrarily small), one can eliminate any finite number of conditions and make the inequalities non strict [46] . -closeness is related to the indistinguishability of the distributions through the notion of total variation distance, that is extended to quantum states by the Holevo-Helstrom theorem [49] . One can also allow for a fixed (as opposed to arbitrarily small) > 0, which corresponds to a coarse-graining that extends the set of possible transformations [17, 39] .
Application: work extraction and work of formation for incoherent states
A deterministic work extraction process is one in which we are able to charge up a battery system with certainty. The battery can be conveniently modelled as a two-level system with Hamiltonian H W = W |1 1|, initialised in state |0 0| W (even though this is not the only choice, see e.g. Appendix I2 of Ref. [46] and Ref. [50] ). Given ρ S with Hamiltonian H S = n i=1 E i |E i E i |, the aim is to maximise W such that the transition ρ S ⊗ |0 0| W → γ S ⊗ |1 1| W is allowed by Thermal Operations. Note that we took without loss of generality the final state of the system to be thermal, since one can always thermalise S to such state at the end of the work extraction protocol.
If the initial state ρ S is diagonal in the energy eigenbasis, with population x, this problem is mapped to a classical one: finding the largest W such that
where W is the energy of the upper state of the battery. Such optimal W is also called work of distillation and denoted by W det . To compute W det we will make use of the following lemma (see Fig. 5 )): 
Hence, the thermal state associated to the Hamiltonian of system+battery is
We have y ⊗ (1, 0) W = (y 1 , ..., y n , 0, ..., 0), y ⊗ (0, 1) W = (0, ..., 0, y 1 , ..., y n ).
Note that ifπ is the permutation of y ensuring that y ⊗ (1, 0) is β-ordered, i.e.
then the same permutation ensures that y ⊗ (0, 1) is β-ordered, since
In other words, in the β-ordered
↓β the y i are sorted in the same way.
However, according to Def. 6, the x-axis points of the thermo-majorisation curve of y
, where Z SW is the partition function of the Hamiltonian of system+battery, whereas the x-axis points of the thermo-majorisation curve of
The corresponding y-axis coordinates instead coincide, in both cases being equal to k i=1 yπ (i) . In other words, the two curves are the same apart from a overall rescaling of the x-axis by a factor e −βW = g
One has, recalling the definition of Eq. (26), Corollary 9 (Deterministic work extraction [17, 39] ). connects the origin and (e −βW Z S , 1)). Now compare this latter curve with the thermo-majorisation curve of the initial state with de-excited battery, x ⊗ (1, 0) W . Let π be the β-order of x and let k be the smallest number such that k i=1 p π(i) = 1. Then consider the thermo-majorisation curve L given by a straight line connecting the origin to (Z S k i=1 g π(i) , 1) plus a flat part connecting this point to (Z SW , 1) (blue dotted line in Fig. 6 ). This curve lies all below that of x ⊗ (1, 0) W , since the endpoints are actually on the thermo-majorisation curve of x ⊗ (1, 0) W and the latter is a concave function. Furthermore, L coincides with L W for a certain W = W det , specifically for the W det satisfying
. Also note that for any W > W det , L W has points above the thermo-majorisation curve of x ⊗ (1, 0) W , so W det is the maximum work that can be extracted deterministically. By definition of k and the above relation, the result follows.
Note the role of this single-shot quantity in determining the deterministic work and compare it with average results saying that the largest average amount of extractable work from x is W ave = kT S 1 (x g) > W det [17] . Also note that no deterministic work can be extracted from states with full support. Extensions allowing for some error can be formulated [17, 39] .
A question related to the above is what is the minimum amount of work necessary to create a state, something called the work of formation. This is defined as the minimum amount of work W for necessary to create a quantum state ρ S from the thermal state γ S under Thermal Operations: γ S ⊗ |1 1| W → ρ S ⊗ |0 0|. For diagonal target states, this problem reduces to finding the smallest W such that
Using the same reasoning as above, based around Lemma 8 (see Fig. 7 ), one can see that it is necessary and sufficient to add an amount of work W that makes the slope of g ⊗ (0, 1) W larger than the biggest slope in the thermomajorisation curve of x ⊗ (1, 0) W . Since, as we described before, the slope of g ⊗ (0, 1) W is e βW 1 Z S
, and the slopes of the segments in the thermo-majorisation curve of x ⊗ (1, 0) W are xi e −βE i , this means
Note that since S 0 (x) < S ∞ (x) for every non-thermal distribution, once x is created expending W for only a smaller amount W det can be extracted from it, i.e. the cycle g → x → g is irreversible.
We will discuss these questions for arbitrary states once we introduce thermodynamic constraints on the evolution of quantum coherence. This is the next topic we will consider.
III. THERMODYNAMIC LAWS FOR COHERENCE
While in the classical scenario the second law, in its generalized thermo-majorisation form, only constrains the allowed population dynamics, we are now interested in understanding the thermodynamic processing of quantum Figure 7 . Work of formation: the state x with de-excited battery (1, 0)W is presented in black. The initial state g with de-excited battery (1, 0)W is given by the dashed orange curve. The state g with charged battery is represented by a blue dotted curve, which is a compression by e −βW f or of the orange curve. W f or is the value of work that takes the orange dashed curve all above the black curve, i.e. the minimum amount of work that needs to be consumed if we wish to create x by discharging the battery.
coherence. A generic non-equilibrium initial state can be found in some superposition of energy states, such as |ψ = (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2. The occupations of ground and excited states are here x = (1/2, 1/2) and, as we know from the thermal Nielsen's theorem, x will "approach" g, in the sense that y is an achievable final population if and only if x g y. At the same time, however, |ψ carries a superposition of energy eigenstates with amplitude |c| = 1/2 that, intuitively, will get degraded due to decoherence. So, what are the achievable amplitudes |c | in the final state given a transition x → y in the diagonal? We want to formalise this into explicit constraints on the decay of quantum coherence.
In other words, we need to go beyond thermo-majorisation. To see why thermo-majorisation together with positivity of the quantum state is insufficient, consider the transformation
It should be obvious that both γ S and |γ are associated to the population vector g, so that the thermo-majorisation condition is trivially satisfied. On the other hand, one can verify from Eq. (5) that T (γ S ) = γ S , so certainly there is no Thermal Operation mapping γ S into |γ . In fact, as we will see, in a precise sense thermo-majorisation is a "zero mode" constraint of an entire hierarchy of thermodynamic relations.
A. Time-translation symmetry and thermodynamics
While it is intuitive from the previous considerations that it makes sense to consider the population and the coherent components of a quantum states, this distinction is not refined enough. The considerations that we will now make are based on the analysis of the symmetries of Thermal Operations. This will require tools that deal with symmetries in open quantum systems (how do we extend Noether theorem to open evolutions? [51] ) as well as a corresponding harmonic analysis of quantum states [52] . We introduce the necessary considerations in the next section. We recommend Ref. [53] for further details on the symmetry analysis.
Extending Noether's theorem to open systems
A symmetry group G acts on the set of density matrices ρ through the following representation:
where U g is a unitary. Here we assume G to be a compact Lie group or a finite group. For example, G = U (1) is the group generated by the Hamiltonian H S , U t = e −iH S t , or rotations about an axis. Another common example is G = SU (2). A closed system dynamics V is said to be symmetric when it commutes with the action of the group,
Noether's theorem implies that if there exists a closed system dynamics mapping ρ S into σ S , the generators of the symmetry group (and all their powers) are conserved charges: (Symmetry of open dynamics) . Given a group G, a channel E is symmetric with respect to G, or G-
for every ρ S and every g ∈ G.
In fact, one can construct a resource theory in which the set of free operations are those that respect the symmetry G. When G = U (1), this is a theory of quantum coherence in the eigenbasis of the relevant observable. Typically the generator is the Hamiltonian H S , in which case E is said to be time-translation symmetric, also known as phase covariant or phase insensitive channels.
Remark 9 (Unspeakable quantum coherence). The above mentioned notion of quantum coherence is one in which the particular encoding is relevant: if H S = |1 1| + 2 |2 2|, the states (|0 + |1 )/ √ 2 and (|0 + |2 )/ √ 2 are not equivalent in their thermodynamic behaviour, as we will see. The notion of quantum coherence so defined has been dubbed unspeakable [54, 55] (since the specific degrees of freedom of the encoding matter) and is the relevant one for thermodynamics, metrology and quantum speed limits among other things. It is to be contrasted with a more computational notion of quantum coherence [56] in which the two states above are to be considered equivalent (since the degrees of freedom of the encoding are irrelevant). The latter notion is termed speakable quantum coherence and does not appear to capture quantum thermodynamic constraints. For a more detailed discussion see Ref. [55] .
While symmetries of open quantum systems do not in general imply conservation laws, they imply that certain quantities are monotonically decreasing under symmetric operations. These are called asymmetry monotones and they are functions that capture aspects of the partial ordering induced on quantum states by the set of symmetric operations:
Definition 9 (Asymmetry monotone). A functional a is called asymmetry monotone for
for every ρ S and every G-covariant E.
Given a state ρ S , we define it to be symmetric if U g (ρ S ) = ρ S for all g ∈ G. If ρ S is not symmetric, the application of a symmetric evolution E will only make it 'more symmetric', i.e. closer to the set of states σ S satisfying U g (σ S ) = σ S for all g ∈ G. Asymmetry monotones make this statement quantitative. Let us present an example of such a quantity, whose thermodynamic relevance will be clarified later. Define
as the average over all group elements (dg is the Haar measure associated to G). The operation G is known as G-twirling. For G = U (1) generated by H S , G corresponds to the dephasing operation D in Eq. (7). Then define Definition 10 (Asymmetry). Asymmetry is the asymmetry monotone defined as
where the relative entropy is S(ρ S σ S ) = Tr [ρ S (log ρ S − log σ S ].
The two expressions in Eq. (40) 
. Using the contractivity of the relative entropy (S(E(ρ S ) E(σ S )) ≤ S(ρ S σ S ) for all channels E) and E • G = G • E if E is G-covariant, one can immediately derive A(E(ρ S )) ≤ A(ρ S ). Asymmetry monotones replace conservation laws for open systems [51] .
Even in closed system dynamics these considerations are relevant. In fact, conservations laws on the generators of G are insufficient to characterise what mixed state transformations are possible under closed symmetric evolutions, as the following example shows: Example 7 (Asymmetry monotones are necessary even in closed systems [51] ). Consider a system described by H S ⊗ H A where H S is a qubit system and H A is an ancilla. Then define the two states
where |0 , |1 are eigenstates of the Pauli Z operator and |± are eigenstates of the Pauli X operator. While a unitary exists mapping ρ SA into ξ SA (Hadarmard on the first system) assume now that we can only perform rotationally symmetric dynamics (SU (2) symmetric unitaries), and that |s 1 , |s 2 are two orthogonal states of a set of degrees of freedom invariant under rotations, so that rotations act trivially on H A := span{|s 1 , |s 2 }. Is it possible to find a symmetric unitary dynamics transforming ρ SA into ξ SA ? The generators of the symmetry are σ i ⊗ I A , where
Since the reduced state on the first system is maximally mixed, one finds, for both ρ SA and
. So all generators of the symmetry group acting on H S ⊗ H A are conserved quantities. Nevertheless, there is no symmetric transformation (unitary or otherwise) mapping ρ SA into σ SA . This is easily captured by asymmetry monotones. To see this, one need to generalize A to the Holevo asymmetry monotone
)dg for any probability density p(g) over G. Taking p(g) to be uniform on the U (1) subgroup of SU (2) generated by Z and zero otherwise, G p becomes an average over all rotations about the z axis on the S system. Hence
from which we obtain
The following theorem (that we give without proof) provides a dilation of channels with a U (1) symmetry Theorem 10 (Stinespring dilation for time-translation symmetric maps). Suppose S has Hamiltonian H S and E is a time-translation symmetric channel on S. Then there exists an ancillary system σ A with Hamiltonian H A and a unitary U on
The result holds more generally, see Sec. 4.4 of Ref. [53] , and Appendix B of Ref. [57] . In its general form, the dilation shows that covariance can be understood as arising from conservation laws on an enlarged system. Also symmetries can 'go to the church of the larger Hilbert space'.
In the final example we discuss the relation between time-translation symmetry and standard approximations performed in the context of open quantum system dynamics: Example 8 (Weak coupling assumption and U (1)-covariance [26] ). Consider the set of channels E that admit a timeindependent generator L, meaning that there exists s > 0 and a Lindbladian L such that E = e Ls (the jargon here is that E is time-homogeneous Markovian; note that not all E can be written in this way [58] ). In standard microscopic derivations of master equations one performs the secular or rotating wave approximation after the Born-Markov approximation (typically justified in the weak coupling limit, see Section 3.3 of Ref. [59] ). This ensures that L commutes with the superoperator H := [H S , ·], which implies that the resulting channel E is time-translation symmetric.
This gives a point of view on the emergence of time-translation symmetry in practical considerations that is rooted in the master equation formalism. In fact, a typical set of channels used to study thermodynamic processes in the weak coupling limit are the so-called Davies maps [24] , which are examples of time-translation symmetric channels.
Time-translation symmetry of Thermal Operations
Consider the action of time translations (a U (1) group generated by H S ) on the set of quantum states: t → U t (·) = e −iH S t (·)e iH S t . The initial states ρ S for which thermo-majorisation give necessary and sufficient conditions are, as we have seen, those for which [ρ S , H S ] = 0, i.e. with no coherence among energy eigenspaces, or incoherent for short (see Theorem 6 and Remark 6). This can be equivalently written as U t (ρ S ) = ρ S for all t, i.e. states that are incoherent in the energy basis are those that are symmetric under the action of time-translations. Only for those thermo-majorisation is the whole story. Now consider the action of a Thermal Operation T on a time translated state U t (ρ S ). Using the invariance of γ B under the time translations generated by H B and the commutation relation [U, H S + H B ] = 0, from Eq. (5) one can see that [60] 
We conclude that Thermal Operations are U (1)-covariant or time-translation symmetric. Physically this tells us that it does not matter if we apply T at time s = 0 and then let the system freely evolve for some time t or we invert the order of the operations: the final state will be identical. It also tells us that Thermal Operations do not require any external source of coherence. This is obvious from the definition in Eq. (5) (since γ B is an incoherent state). However, it follows from Eq. (43) alone, as Theorem 10 shows. Since symmetric evolutions can only degrade asymmetry properties, and in our case asymmetry coincides with energy coherence, we see that the fact that Thermal Operations are symmetric implies that they degrade quantum coherence. Hence, A(ρ S ) is one measure of coherence that needs to decrease under Thermal Operations. Another one is the quantum Fisher information:
Example 9 (Quantum Fisher Information degradation under Thermal Operations). The quantum Fisher information is an asymmetry monotone. Let Q(ρ, t) be the Fisher information of ρ at time t. One has Q(ρ, t) := 2 lim
where F(·, ·) is the fidelity, F(ρ, σ) = Tr ρ 1/2 σρ 1/2 , and ρ t := U t (ρ). Now, if E is a symmetric channel,
where in the first step we used the condition that E is symmetric and in the second that F is contractive under quantum channels (see Section 3.2 of Ref. [49] ). The above implies that under any symmetric channel Q(E(ρ), t) ≤ Q(ρ, t), i.e. the quantum Fisher information is an asymmetry monotone and hence, in particular, it is a Thermal Operations monotone: Q(T (ρ), t) ≤ Q(ρ, t).
The considerations above lead to a new point of view on Thermal Operations as the set of maps that satisfy the following two core properties:
1. T (γ S ) = γ S , the Gibbs-preserving condition, ensures that no external work can be brought in for free (we want a fair accounting of the work resources employed).
2. T • U t = U t • T ∀t, the symmetry condition, ensures that no external source of coherence can be brought in for free (we want a fair accounting of coherent resources).
In fact, it is even tempting to focus the superset of Thermal Operations that satisfy these two properties; these have been called Enhanced Thermal Operations or Thermal Processes (mentioned in Remark 2). While these allow the same set of transformations among states as Thermal Operations on qubit systems [27] , the situation is unclear in higher dimension. We leave the following conjecture open: the closure of the set of states achievable with Thermal Operations coincides with the set of states achievable with Enhanced Thermal Operations. If true, this would be a remarkable simplification of the set of operations we need to consider (not least, the question of the existence of a Thermal Operation ρ S → σ S would be proven to be a semidefinite program, and the results of Ref. [28] would be applicable to Thermal Operations). If false, it would mean there is more to Thermal Operations than the two core properties listed above, and it would be interesting to understand the physical meaning of the extra constraints. The symmetry constraints introduce "second laws for coherence", i.e. analogues of Eq. (28) for quantum coherence. An example of such relations can be obtained by introducing the quantum Renyi divergences (see [61] and references therein)
The limit for α → 1 is given by S 1 (ρ S σ S ) = Tr [ρ S (log ρ S − log σ S )] = S(ρ S σ S ). Also α → 0, ∞ are defined by suitable limits: denoting by Π ρ S the projector on the support of ρ S ,
These quantities have the (non-obvious!) property of being contractive under quantum channels (S α (E(ρ S ) E(σ S )) ≤ S α (ρ S σ S ) for every α ≥ 0 and every channel E). Then, one can define for any α ≥ 0
which recovers asymmetry for α = 1. Since [E, U t ] = 0 and D(·) = dtU t (·), it is simple to show that [E, D] = 0. This, together with the contractivity of the α-relative entropy, immediately implies that under any Thermal Operation
That the A α constraints together with thermo-majorisation cannot be sufficient to characterise Thermal Operations follows from the fact that to prove ∆A α ≤ 0 we only used the property [E, D] = 0, which defines a strict superset of time-translation symmetric channels [55] . The reason is that Thermal Operations operate independently on different 'coherence modes' of the quantum state, as we will discuss in Sec. III A 5. Figure 8 . Quantum thermodynamics as a theory of athermality and quantum coherence. The blue blob pictorially represent the convex set of all quantum states. Any state ρ is associated to a "thermal cone" (in red), the convex set of states accessible from it by means of Thermal Operations (and the backward cone of states that can access it). For any state ρ we can identify measures p of its athermality -which corresponds to the deviation of D(ρ) from the thermal state γS, as measured by {Fα} and other thermodynamic Schur-concave functions (see Sec. II C 2); and asymmetry a -which corresponds to the deviation, as measured by {Aα} or any other asymmetry monotone, of ρ from the manifold of time-symmetric states (grey flat region). Picture from Ref. [60] .
Coherence constraints are not reducible to free energies. Decomposition of free energy in coherent and incoherent components
It is important to recognize that the constraints imposed by time translation symmetry are not reducible to standard considerations involving free energy measures. More formally one can define a free energy measure very broadly as any Thermal Operation monotoneF such that 1. Grows unboundedly on pure energy states |E (H S |E = E |E ):F (|E E|) → +∞ as E → +∞; 2. If ρ S has full support,F (ρ S ) < +∞ (this avoids trivial choices such asF (ρ S ) = +∞ for every ρ S ).
Examples of free energy measures according to this definition include the quantum free energy difference
where S(X S ) is the von Neumann entropy, as well as all α-free energies defined as
, with x the eigenvalues of ρ S and F defined in Eq. (25)). The above definition of free energy measures also includesF (ρ S ) = f (x) for any (non-pathological) thermodynamic Schur-convex function f defined in Sec. II C 2. One can note that, for every E > 0, > 0, the transformation |E → σ S , with σ S := |+ +| + (1 − )γ S , is impossible under Thermal Operations. In fact, no matter E, A(σ S ) > A(|E ) = 0, and as we discussed A is a Thermal Operation monotone. The transformation |E → σ S is impossible despite the fact that every constraint based on a free energy measure is trivialised by adding enough (incoherent) work. Specifically, for any free energy measureF and ∈ (0, 1), there exists E > 0 withF (|E ) >F (σ S ) (in particular, there is E > 0 such that ∆F α (|E ) > ∆F α (σ S ) for all α). In contrast to this, the constraints ∆A α ≤ 0 remain non-trivial for every E (since A α (ρ S ⊗ |E E|) = A α (ρ S )).
A more detailed understanding can be obtained noting that using the "battery states" |E as resources one can simulate any time-translation symmetric operation with Thermal Operations. Specifically, for any covariant operation E we can find a battery state |E such that
arbitrarily well (this follows immediately from an application of the thermal Nielsen's theorem, Theorem 6, followed by an application of Theorem 10, see Appendix B of Ref. [21] ). Conversely, no operation outside this set can be realised using Thermal Operations and battery states |E (as it follows from Theorem 10). Hence, the set of timetranslation symmetric operations are all and only the channels that can be obtained with Thermal Operations and arbitrary energy states |E . Since adding energy states is exactly the construction that lifts all free energy measures, we see that asymmetry constraints are those that remain. This justifies the classification of Thermal Operation monotones in free energy measures and asymmetry measures, and shows exactly why the latter cannot be reduced to the former. When infinite work is added, the symmetry 'backbone' remains, describing constraints on the evolution of quantum coherence. This is a crucial difference from the classical scenario, where all constraints are lifted by adding enough work.
There is an interesting decomposition of the quantum free energy, first derived in Ref. [62] , that helps in understanding the previous discussion more concretely. Define ∆F C (ρ S ) := ∆F (D(ρ S )) the classical free energy. This can be seen to be equal to the (non-equilibrium) free energy of the vector of populations, i.e. ∆F C (ρ S ) = F (x) − F (g), where F (x) = i x i E i − kT H(x) and H is the Shannon entropy. Then Theorem 11 (Free energy decomposition into incoherent and coherent parts [60, 62] ).
where ∆F C (ρ S ) is the classical free energy and A(ρ S ) is asymmetry with respect to time-translations, defined in Eq. (40) . Under a Thermal Operation T .
In other words the quantum (non-equilibrium) free energy additively decomposes in a component that is the free energy of the population only, measuring the distance of the population of ρ S from a thermal population; and a coherent component kT A(ρ S ), measuring the distance between ρ S and the closest incoherent state. The latter interpretation is made precise from the fact that A(ρ S ) = min σ|σ=D(σ S ) S(ρ S σ S ) (Proposition 2 of Ref. [63] ).
Proof of free energy decomposition. Using
Then, summing and subtracting S(D(ρ S )), we get
The first two terms are kT A(ρ S ) and the last two are ∆F (D(ρ S )). As we have discussed before, A(ρ S ) is a monotone under Thermal Operations T since these are symmetric under time translations: A(T (ρ S )) ≤ A(ρ S ). Furthermore, by noting that T commutes with D (again due to symmetry), one can immediately verify using the contractivity of the relative entropy that ∆F C (T (ρ S )) ≤ ∆F C (ρ S ).
Hence, not only ∆F (ρ S ) is monotonically decreasing under Thermal Operations, but due to symmetry its classical and coherent components separately decrease as well. From these considerations it is simple to see why the transformation |E → |+ cannot happen under Thermal Operations: while for E > 0 large enough certainly the classical free energy as well as the (total) quantum free energy are decreasing in the process, one has A(|+ ) = log 2, A(|E ) = 0, so the coherent component of the free energy would be increasing if the transition was possible. This immediately rules out the above as an allowed transformation. That the set of channels satisfying Eq. (1) but not Eq. (2) 'outperform' Thermal Operations [29] should be clear from the above considerations.
We note in passing that both terms in the decomposition have an operational meaning: ∆F (ρ S ) is the maximum amount of work that can be extracted on average from the quantum state ρ S by applying general unitaries on SB, while ∆F C (ρ S ) is the maximum amount of work that can be extracted from ρ S on average by protocols that begin with an energy measurement (see, e.g., the Appendix of Ref. [64] ).
Application: work-locking and limits of semiclassical treatments
We go back to the question of work extraction, discussed in Sec. II C 3 for incoherent states. One looks for a Thermal Operation of the form
where σ W is some diagonal state that stores the work extracted from ρ S (for example, σ W = |1 1| with H W = W |1 1| for deterministic work extraction). Since T are time-translation symmetric channels, they commute with the dephasing operator D. This fact, and the invariance under dephasing of the right-hand-side of Eq. (52), allow us to conclude that if the transformation in Eq. (52) is possible, also the following is possible:
In other words, the work that can be extracted from ρ S cannot exceed the work that can be extracted from D(ρ S ). This may seem a bit puzzling, since ∆F (ρ S ) > ∆F (D(ρ S )) for every state with coherence ([ρ S , H S ] = 0), and in particular the difference is exactly the coherent part of the non-equilibrium quantum free energy. This was called work locking in Ref. [60] . Is it then impossible to convert the coherent part of the free energy into work? With Thermal Operations, yes. What we need is some extra resource, such as an external source of coherence. More specifically, we need to have at our disposal an ancillary system R, with Hamiltonian H R and in a state σ R with [σ R , H R ] = 0, that aids the transformation. What R does it to break the time-translation symmetry on SW , i.e. it induces a non time-translation symmetric channel on SW , so that the work-locking argument does not apply.
R is known as a quantum reference frame [54] ; often this role is implicitly played by the classical field that, in standard treatments, is responsible for a generic unitary that we allow to be applied on the system. Within this semiclassical approach, one simply posits that the change of average energy in the system during a unitary process is work; but for small scale thermodynamics this is problematic, since it neglects the back-reaction of the system on the field, which may deteriorate it. For example, one may assume that a unitary U on the system and bath is realised as
where V (U ) is an energy-preserving unitary between SB and a field state represented, for example, by an optical coherent state |α R (for simplicity, we use R also as a battery system). With arbitrary unitaries U on SB one can extract at most an amount of work equal to ∆F (ρ S ). For a self-contained treatment, however, one needs to account for the back-reaction on |α R , as well as the fact that unitaries can be induced only approximatively. To simply dismiss the problem by saying that the change of the state on R is very small and so can be neglected does not suffice: one could argue in the same way that the amount of extracted work is very small and can hence be neglected! Backreactions can sum up over many uses, and in principle be large once a sizeable amount of overall work is extracted. Having said this, one can indeed recover the standard result W ave → ∆F (ρ S ) in particular limits, when a very large coherent source is at our disposal; but we only know of specific kinds of interactions that can prevent the deterioration of the coherence properties of the field, and protocols exploiting them also require some energy investment whose rate becomes small only in the limit of a very large number of uses of the field [65] . For further considerations on these issues, see e.g. Ref. [66, 67] .
Modes of coherence and hierarchy of thermodynamic constraints
While we have so far discussed asymmetry measures and their role in thermodynamics, quantum states that are not symmetric (U t (ρ S ) = ρ S ) admit a more refined decomposition in 'chunks' that transform very simply under time translations. These are called modes of asymmetry for a general group G [52] , but here we will focus on G = U (1) where they are called modes of coherence: Definition 11. Given H S , construct the Bohr spectrum Ω defined as the set of all transition frequencies: {ω ∈ Ω ⇔ ∃E i , E j ∈ spec(H S )|ω = E i − E j }, where spec(H S ) denotes the spectrum of H S and we set = 1. If ρ S is a quantum state acting on S, it can be decomposed as
where each ρ
S and is called mode of coherence ω. Example 10. Let H S = n nE |n n|. The modes of coherence of ρ S are given by ω = E{. . . , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . }, with
where ρ n,n+ω are the matrix elements of ρ S in the energy eigenbasis.
Remark 10.
In most elementary examples it should be straightforward to identify the modes of coherence. There are however systematic ways of constructing them. In fact, finding them corresponds to decomposing ρ S according to a so-called irreducible tensor operator basis [52] . In other words,
mm (g) are the matrix elements of the irreducible representation of U g ⊗ U * g labelled by ω (this relation can be understood by vectorisation). ρ (ω) m are known as an irreducible tensor operator basis. Since there are tools to find irreps (e.g. angular momentum theory) these can help in the task of finding the modes of a state.
The relation between the assumption that the dynamics is symmetric under time translation and the modes of coherence is simple: Theorem 12. T is G-covariant if and only if
Proof. Let P ω (·) = dte iωt U t (·). By direct computation it should be clear that P ω is a projector on mode ω, so that
Conversely, assume Equation (56) holds. Then
We see now that we can separate the various constraints imposed by Thermal Operations as follows. Suppose there exist T Thermal Operation such that T (ρ S ) = σ S . Then
The zero mode corresponds to the vector of population. Then, thanks to Theorem 1, after an obvious correspondence between diagonal matrices and vectors of probabilities, the mode ω = 0 constraints corresponds to the existence of a Gibbs-stochastic matrix G such that Gρ 
i.e. thermo-majorisation. Hence, thermo-majorisation is a zero mode constraint of a hierarchy that also includes T (ρ
S for ω > 0, ω ∈ Ω.
B. Thermodynamic constraints on the evolution of quantum coherence
A general theorem connecting population and coherence constraints
So far we have considered the coherence constraints independently of the population dynamics, but it is clear that, if a quantum channel implements a given dynamics on the population, the corresponding coherent evolutions are limited by the overall complete positivity of the map. Given some initial state ρ S , for any given x , y we are interested in
subject to E • U t = U t • E ∀t (62)
for a stochastic matrix P (P x |x ≥ 0 and x P x |x = 1 for all x). We note in passing that the above can be written as a semidefinite program, using the channel-state duality and by seeing the symmetry constraint E • U t = U t • E as a projection of the space of quantum maps on the covariant subset (a 'super G-twirling', see Eq. (2.17) of Ref. [54] ). In physical terms, we can think of this problem as follows: if we know the classical action P of E, representing the energy flows that it induces, how much coherence can be preserved? We will express the off-diagonal matrix elements of ρ S in terms of their magnitudes and phase factors as ρ xy = |ρ xy |ϑ xy . The symbol (ω)
x,y will indicate a sum over all indices x,y such that ω x − ω y = ω. Denoting σ S = E(ρ S ), one has Theorem 13 ([21] , tightness conditions in [26] )). Let E be a covariant map such that σ S = E(ρ S ), and whose classical action is given by the stochastic matrix P . Then |σ x y | is bounded as |σ x y | ≤ (ω x y )
x,y Figure 9 . Structure of the Choi matrix of a covariant channel. In (a) we emphasise that the diagonal elements of each block ω correspond to transition probabilities P x |x with ω x − ωx = ω; in (b) we show that the off-diagonal elements of each block ω corresponds to transition amplitudes c x |x y |y with ω x − ω y = ωx − ωy = ω. Picture from Ref. [26] .
Define the initial and final state
where without loss of generality we can take c, d ≥ 0, since an energy preserving unitary allows us to adjust the phase of the off-diagonal term. The condition that (p, 1 − p) is mapped into (q, 1 − q) fixes λ, giving λ = 
One can see that the bound is achievable by means of the Gibbs-preserving and time-translation symmetric channel (i.e., Enhanced Thermal Operation) E(·) = ω K ω (·)K † ω with Kraus operators
fixed by the above choice of λ. One can directly check that E(γ S ) = γ S and E • U t = U t • E (covariance also follows immediately from Proposition 7 of Ref. [55] ). A direct calculation shows that this channel saturates the bound of Eq. (71) . Any other state "inside the boundary" can be achieved by this optimal channel followed by a partial dephasing D s = (1 − s)I + sD, where s ∈ [0, 1] and I is the identity channel (D s is a Thermal Operation). In fact, it was proved in Ref. [27] that this transformation can be achieved by a Thermal Operation.
Application: irreversibility in coherence transfers
We have seen that coherence transformations have a mode structure, but it is interesting to analyse in more detail how the evolution of coherence inside a given mode happens. We do this only for a very simple example [21] .
Let us assume that ρ S has a single non zero coherence element |ρ 01 | > 0, i.e. a superposition of energies E 0 and E 1 (and any population vector). We wish to transport this coherence "up in energy" to a superposition of the energies E 1 and E 2 , where ∆E = E 2 − E 1 = E 1 − E 0 ; in other words, we want the final state σ S to have the largest |σ 12 | > 0 possible, and we do not care about the final population. What are the limits imposed by Thermal Operations, and how do they compare to the reverse process of transporting coherence "down in energy" 12 → 01? Recall that one has the bound
From the Gibbs-preserving condition, denoting the thermal vector of the system by g = (g 0 , g 1 , g 2 ),
Since G 1|1 ≥ 0, this gives G 1|0 ≤ g 1 /g 0 − G 1|2 g 2 /g 0 ≤ g 1 /g 0 = e −β∆E . In fact, the same reasoning yields G i|j ≤ e −β∆Eij . By substitution in Eq. (74) we get |σ 12 | ≤ e −β∆E |ρ 01 |.
Taking coherence "up in energy" can be done, but an exponential amount is lost. The bound is achievable and, furthermore, the reverse process (12 → 01) can be done perfectly. To see this, take the single-mode bosonic bath, γ B = 1 Z ∞ n=0 e −βn∆E |n n|, where Z = (1−e −β∆E ) −1 is the partition function. Consider now the energy preserving unitary on system and bath given by U = |00 00| + |01 10| + |10 01| + ∞ i=2 |1; i − 1 2; i − 2| + |0; i 1; i − 1| + |2; i − 2 0; i| .
It is a direct calculation to show
Tr B U (|2 1| ⊗ γ B )U † = |1 0| , (perfect transport of coherence down in energy)
Tr B U † (|1 0| ⊗ γ B )U = e −β∆E |2 1| , (exponentially damped transport of coherence up in energy)
This illustrates how the irreversibility of energy transfers under Thermal Operations is reflected in the irreversibility of coherence transfers within a mode .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
There are many other results in the resource theory of Thermal Operations that either I only touched upon very briefly, or I did not discuss at all. However, you should now have the necessary background to explore the most Equality holds when m = n because x y. We conclude thatz ỹ. By induction hypothesis, there is a set of doubly-stochastic matrices T 2 , ..., T p (each acting non trivially only on two elements ofz) such that T p . . . T 2z =ỹ. Hence, T p . . . T 2 T 1 x = y. Each T is a convex combination of the identity and a transposition. Hence, the composition of the T i is a convex combination of permutations. A convex combination of permutations is a doubly stochastic matrix, so we conclude.
Conversely, without loss of generality, assume {x i } are sorted in non-increasing order. By assumption y j = n i=1 B j|i x i , with B doubly-stochastic. Then k j=1 y j = n i=1 t i x i , where we defined t i = k j=1 B j|i ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover,
So k j=1 y j ≤ k j=1 x j , and equality holds for k = n because B is doubly-stochastic. We conclude that x y.
Reconsidering the previous proof, one can note that we proved the equivalence of x y and the existence of a doubly-stochastic map from x to y. However, two more equivalent conditions can be deduced:
1. y is in the convex hull of the permutations of x, 2. y can be obtained from x by means of a sequence of doubly-stochastic matrices which have the property that each acts non trivially only on a 2-level subsystem (technically these are known as T -transforms).
